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Abstract
Whatmakesa facebeautiful
andwheredo ourpreferences
comefrom?Variation
in ideals
ofbeautyacrosssocieties
andhistorical
periodshasledto a long-held
viewthatstandards
of
beautyaretheproductsofculturalconvention.However,
recentevidence
of cross-cultural
agreement
in standards
offacialbeautyandearlyemergence
ofpreferences
in development,
challenge
thisview.In thistalkwewillconsider
twocandidates
forbiologically
basedpreferences:preferences
forsymmetric
andaverage
faces.Wewillpresentevidence
thatboth
traitsareattractive
in faces,andconsiderhowthesepreferences
mighthaveevolved.One
hypothesis
isthattheyevolved
to facilitate
theidentification
ofhighqualitymates.Onthis
view,symmetry
andaverageness
signalaspectsof matequalityandpreferences
forthese
traitsarelimitedto stimulithatarerelevant
to reproductive
fitness.Analternative
hypothesisisthatthesepreferences
reflecttheoperation
ofmoregeneral
perceptual
mechanisms
that
did not evolvein thecontextof matechoice.Wewillpresenttheresultsof recentstudies
that testthesehypotheses
abouttheevolution
ofpreferences
forfacialsymmetry
andaverageness.
Facial Attractiveness:

Preferences and Possible Evolutionary

Mechanisms

If beauty is in the eye of the beholder,as the sayinggoes,then perceptionsof attractiveness
willvary idiosyncraticallyfrom personto person. But standardsof beautyare widelyshared,
even by people from very differentcultures (Cunningham,Roberts,Wu, Barbee& Druen
1995; Zebrowitz,Montepare & Lee 1993) and by young infants (Kramer,Zebrowitz,San
Giovanni & Sherak 1995; Langloiset al. 1987; Rubenstein, Kalankis& Langlois 1999).
These findings suggest that some of our preferencesare biologicallybased, reflectingour
evolutionaryrather than our culturalheritage,and that we all sharethe same eyefor beauty.
How might our preferenceshave evolved? One possibilityis that they are adaptations to the problem of choosinga good mate, i.e., an individualwho has good genesand/or
is a good provider (Miller & Todd 1998; Thornhill & Gangestad1993, 1999). On this
"matechoice"view,the preferredtraits signalaspectsof mate quality,such as health, and the
preferencesenhancereproductivesuccess(Andersson1994; Hamilton & Zuk 1982;Moller
& Swaddle1997). Anotherpossibilityis that our preferencesare by-productsor side-effects
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of more general perceptual systems, such as those used to detect and recognizeobjects
(Endler & Basolo 1998; Enquist & Arak 1994; Enquist & Johnstone 1997; Johnstone
1994). On this "perceptualby-product"view,preferencesdid not evolveas adaptationsfor
identifyinggood mates,and attractivetraits neednot advertisemate quality.Consistentwith
this proposal, modelingstudiesshow that preferencescan evolvein the absenceof any link
between the preferredtrait and mate quality (Johnstone 1994). Yet another possibilityis
that preferencesevolve because attractive individuals have attractive offspring, who are
themselvespreferredas mates (Fisher1915). On this "goodtaste" view,preferencesenhance
long-term reproductive successwithout the preferred traits signalling mate quality (see
Cronin 1991 for further discussionof these mechanisms).We note that these mechanisms
need not be mutuallyexclusive.More than one could contributeto our preferences.
In this paper, we considertwo candidatesfor evolvedpreferences: preferencesfor
symmetricfacesand preferencesfor averagefaces. First we reviewthe evidencethat symmetry and averagenessare attractivein facesand then we considerhow these preferencesmight
haveevolved.
Are Facial Symmetry

and Averageness

Attractive?

Individualswith more symmetricfacesare generallyrated as more attractivethan those with
less symmetricfaces (Grammer& Thornhill 1994; Mealy,Bridgestock& Townsend1999;
Zebrowitz,Voinescu& Collins 1996). Individual faces can also be made more (or less)
attractiveby increasing(or decreasing)their symmetryusing morphingprocedures,so long
as the manipulationused to increasesymmetrydoes not alsointroduce structuralabnormalities (Rhodes, Proffitt, Grady & Sumich 1998; Perrett et al. 1999; Rhodes, Roberts &
Simmons 1999a). For example,perfectlysymmetricfacescreatedby blending the original
face with its mirror image are more attractive than the originalfaces, whereassymmetric
chimerascreatedby reflectingone half of the face about the verticalmidline,which tend to
introduce structural abnormalities,are not (Rhodeset al. 1999a). The appealof symmetry
is not limited to Westernfaces. A recentstudy found that Japaneseratersalsopreferperfectly symmetricversionsof Japanesefacesto the original,slightlyasymmetricversionsof those
faces(Rhodes,Yoshikawa,Clark, Lee,McKay& Akamatsu2001).
Averagefaces are also attractive.' Computer-averagedcomposite faces are typically
rated as more attractivethan almostall the facesthat composethem (Langlois& Roggman
1990; Rhodes, Sumich & Byatt 1999b), and individual faces can be made more (or less)
attractiveby moving their configurationscloser to (or further from) an averagesame-sex
configuration (Rhodes & Tremewan 1996; Rhodes et al. 1999b). Typical faces, which
resemblethe populationaverage,are alsomore attractivethan lesstypical (moredistinctive)
faces (Light, Hollander & Kayra-Stuart1981; Rhodes & Tremewan 1996; Rhodes et al.
1999b). A preference for averagefaces is also found in Japanese and Chinese cultures
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(Rhodes,Harwood,Yoshikawa,Nishitani & McLean2001; Rhodes,Yoshikawaet al. 2001),
and has beenreported in a remoteParaguyanIndian culture (Jones& Hill 1993).
Interestingly,although more average faces are generallymore symmetricthan less
average ones, symmetry and averagenessappear to make independent contributions to
attractiveness(Rhodeset al. 1999b). The fact that these preferencesare found acrosscultures makesthem plausiblecandidatesfor biologicallybasedpreferences. So too, does preliminaryevidencethat the appealof averagefacesemergesearlyin development(Rubenstein
et al. 1999). A more convincingcasecould be made, however,if we could determinehow
such traits might haveevolved. We addressthis questionin the next section.
How Might Preferences for Symmetric and Average Faces Have Evolved?
In this section

we consider

these preferences:

two mechanisms

the mate choice mechanism

The Mate Choice

that might

have contributed

and the perceptual

to the evolution

by-product

of

mechanism.

Mechanism

Several theorists have conjectured that attractive traits signal mate quality, and that preferences for these traits enhance reproductive success (e.g., Miller & Todd 1998; Thornhill &
Gangestad 1999). Such preferences are said to be sexually selected and are adaptations
designed to identify good mates. Here we consider whether such a mechanism is likely to
have played a role in the evolution of preferences for symmetric and averagefaces. In particular, we consider whether facial symmetry and averagenessare signs of mate quality.
The conjecture that facial symmetry and averageness are signs of mate quality gains
plausibility from evidence that symmetry and averagenessof body traits advertise mate quality in many species, including humans. Both are associated with developmental stability,
i.e., the ability to maintain a stable course of development (for a review, see Moller &
Swaddle 1997). Both fluctuating asymmetries (FAs) (small random deviations from perfect
bilateral symmetry) and deviations from average body morphology increase with developmental stresses, such as parasites, pollutants, extreme environmental conditions, marginal
habitats, inbreeding, and chromosomal abnormalities (Parsons 1990; Moller & Swaddle
1997; Thornhill & Moller 1997). More symmetric and average individuals either
encounter fewer stressors or are better able to withstand the stressors they do experience, or
both. They are, therefore, likely to make better mates, either because they have better genes,
or because they are better providers than their less robust counterparts. Consistent with the
idea that symmetric and average individuals are good potential mates, body FA in human is
negatively associated with both health (Livshits & Kobyliansky 1991; Scutt, Manning,
Whitehouse, Leinster & Massey 1997; Thornhill & Moller 1997; Waynforth 1998) and
fecundity (Manning, Scutt, Whitehouse & Leinster 1997; Moller, Soler & Thornhill 1995;
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Waynforth 1998).
But what about facial traits? Does the face also provide cues to mate quality? The
evidence that facial attractiveness signals health is actually quite weak. A recent meta-analysis reported a modest link between attractiveness and health in humans (Langlois et al.
2000). However, the authors note that the effect was based on very few studies and some of
the health measures were of dubious validity. Furthermore, one very comprehensive study
using longitudinal health data from detailed medical records failed to find any association
between adolescent facial attractiveness and either current or future health in a large sample
(Kalick, Zebrowitz, Langlois & Johnson 1998).
It is unlikely, however, that all attractive facial traits signal mate quality. Those traits
that we learn to like because of our social and cultural histories are unlikely to signal mate
value, whereas traits that are attractive across cultures, like averageness and symmetry, might
more plausibly signal aspects of mate quality, such as health (for discussion of the many factors that contribute to attractiveness, see Zebrowitz & Rhodes 2001). The fact that facial
asymmetries and deviations from averageness are elevated in a variety of serious disorders
suggests that symmetry and averagenessin the face may well advertise health (Hoyme 1994;
Thornhill & Moller 1997).
We used the same sample as Kalick et al. (1998) to determine whether facial symmetry and averageness at seventeen years, a prime age for mate choice, are signs of health in a
normal human population (Rhodes, Zebrowitz, Clark, Kalick, Hightower & McKay 2001).
We examined whether these traits were associated with prior health (during childhood and
adolescence), as would be expected if they reflect developmental stability, as well as whether
they signalled present and future health.
Black and white photographs of the faces of 316 (161F, 155M) individuals, aged seventeen, were obtained from the Intergenerational Studies archive (Clausen 1993) held at the
University of California, Berkeley, Institute of Human Development (IHD). The participants were from working and middle-class Caucasian families living in Berkeley and
Oakland, California. Their photographs were rated on seven-point scales of distinctiveness
(reverse-scored to give a measure of averageness) and symmetry. Each trait was rated by a
different group of 24 raters (12M, 12F).
Health ratings (on a five-point scale) were available for these individuals, during
childhood, adolescence, and into adulthood. The ratings were made by physicians, using
detailed medical records. Because the participants were born between 1920 and 1929 and
grew up before vaccinations and antibiotics were widespread, their health scores could plausibly reflect heritable resistance to pathogens and parasites. Facial traits that predict these
scores may, therefore, be valid signals of mate quality.
Figure 1 shows partial correlations (controlling the effects of averageness and SES)
between facial symmetry at seventeen and four measures of health: childhood health, adolescent health, current health (at age seventeen), and adult health. Figure 2 shows the same
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partial correlations (this time controlling for symmetry and SES) for facial averageness at
seventeen. As can be seen, facial symmetry was not associated with any measure of health.
In contrast, facial averagenesswas clearly associated with health. For males, it correlated significantly with childhood health and for females it correlated with both current health and
adolescent health, although the latter was marginally significant. These results suggest that
facial averagenessmay be a better signal of health than facial symmetry.
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Figure 1. Partial correlations between rated facial symmetry at age 17 and four measures of health, controlling for averageness and SES.
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(controllingfor symmetry,SES)
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2. Partial correlations between rated facial averageness at age 17 and four measures of health, con-

trolling for averageness and SES.
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Jamin Halberstadt and I conjectured that there might be a general preference for
averages, possibly because of their familiarity. Certainly, a preference for familiar over unfamiliar stimuli could be adaptive, given the potential dangers associated with some unfamiliar stimuli. Averaged composite faces are judged as more familiar than their component
faces (Langlois et al. 1994) and exposure to unfamiliar faces increases positive affective
responses to unseen prototypes of those faces, as well as to the faces themselves (Rhodes,
Halberstadt & Brajkovich 2001). These results suggest that the familiarity of average faces
may contribute to their appeal. However, average exemplars of many categories appear
familiar, even when they haven't been seen before (e.g., Franks & Bransford 1971; Solso &
McCarthy 1981; Solso & Raynis 1979) and people respond positively to familiarity in many
kinds of stimuli (e.g., the mere exposure effect; Bornstein 1989; Zajonc 1968). Therefore,
we hypothesized that the appeal of averages might not be limited to faces or potential mates.
We examined the relationship between averageness and attractiveness for three very
different stimulus categories: dogs, birds, and wristwatches (fifty of each). Dogs and watches were rated by 84 participants, and birds were rated by 86 participants. In each case about
a third of the participants rated averageness (unusual-looking versus typical looking), a third
rated attractiveness, and a third rated familiarity (all ten-point scales). Dogs were always
rated before watches. If the attractiveness of average faces reflects a general preference for
averageness,we would expect to find significant correlations between averageness and attractiveness for all three stimulus classes. If this preference reflects a general preference for
familiarity, we would expect to find significant correlations between familiarity and attractiveness for all three stimulus classes. Finally, if a preference for average exemplars is due to
their familiarity, then partialling out the effect of familiarity should eliminate the correlation
between averageness and attractiveness.
As shown in Table 1, averageness was attractive for all three classes of object.
Therefore, the appeal of averageness is not limited to potential mates. Familiarity was significantly correlated with attractiveness for dogs and watches, but not for birds (see Table 1),
offering only partial support for the hypothesis that there is a general preference for familiarity. Finally, partialling out the effect of familiarity did not eliminate the correlation between
averageness and attractiveness for either dogs or birds. Therefore, the preference for average
exemplars of these categories cannot be due entirely to their familiarity. Taken together,
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our results suggest that humans may have a general preference for averageness, but that such
a preference is not due simply to the familiarity of average exemplars.2
We are continuing to investigate the contributions of subjective familiarity and actual
experience to the attractiveness of average stimuli of various types, including faces. Future
research is also needed to determine whether the preference for symmetric faces reflects the
operation of general information-processing mechanisms. Symmetry is an important cue
for detecting objects and we may well have special perceptual mechanisms for symmetry
detection. Whether such mechanisms also make symmetry attractive is an open question.

Table
Top row: Zero order and partial correlations
Familiarity is controlled in the partial correlations.
Bottom row: Zero order and partial correlations
Averageness is controlled in the partial correlations.
Dogs
Averageness
Familiarity

.69**
.47**

1.

(in parentheses)
(in parentheses)

Birds

(.58)**
(.06)

.50**
.20

of averageness with attractiveness.
of familiarity with attractiveness.

Watches

(.47)**
(.00)

.65**
.69**

(.13)
(.34)*

* p< .05, ** p<.001

Conclusions
High levels of cross-cultural agreement on facial attractiveness (Langlois et al. 2000) and the
early development of preferences for faces that adults find attractive (e.g., Langlois et al.
1987) strongly suggest that some preferences are biologically based. Although standards of
beauty certainly do vary from one culture to another, from one time to another, and even
from one person to another, there also appear to be some shared and enduring preferences
that may be part of our human evolutionary heritage. We argued that preferences for symmetric and average faces are good candidates for such biologically based preferences.
We also considered how such preferences might have evolved. Several evolutionary
mechanisms could potentially contribute to the evolution of such preferences, but we
focussed on two: the Mate Choicemechanism and the PerceptualBy-Productmechanism.
On the mate choice view, attractive traits such as symmetry and averageness signal
mate quality, resulting in enhanced reproductive success for those who preferred such traits.
In other words, preferences for these traits are seen as adaptations for identifying high quality mates that evolved by processes of sexual selection. Rhodes and colleagues investigated
whether such a mechanism might have contributed to the evolution of preferences for facial
symmetry and averageness by investigating whether those traits signal health, an important
aspect of mate quality. Facial symmetry at age seventeen did not correlate with any measure
of health (childhood, adolescent, current, mid-adult). However, facial averagenessat seven121
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teen was linked to prior and current health. These results suggest that a preference for averageness could be a sexually selected adaptation for identifying healthy mates.
Preferences can also result from the operation of more general information processing
systems, without any specific focus on mate choice. These systems may make certain stimuli more salient and/or more attractive than others, irrespective of whether they are potential
mates. Consistent with this view, we found evidence that average exemplars were attractive
in three non-face categories. We conjectured that a general preference for familiar stimuli
might account for the attractiveness of averageness. This account was not supported for
dogs or birds, but could not be ruled out for watches.
Taken together, our results suggest that two evolutionary mechanisms may have contributed to the evolution of a preference for average faces. This preference may be partly the
result of a general prototype-abstraction mechanism that evolved to facilitate object categorization and recognition. But it may also be partly the result of sexual selection for a preference that identifies healthy mates.
Future research is needed to determine precisely how general information processing
mechanisms contribute to the attractiveness of average exemplars and whether such mechanisms also contribute to the attractiveness of symmetric faces.
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Notes
1. Averagefaces may not be optimally attractive. Severalstudies have identified extreme traits that can be
more attractive than averageones (e.g., feminized traits, Perrett et al. 1998; Rhodes, Hickford & Jeffery
2000c; neotonous traits, Zebrowitz 1997). Neverthelessaveragefacesare attractive and our focus here is
on understanding their appeal.
2. In the caseof dogs and wristwatches,a preference for averagenesscould reflect selectivebreeding or manufacturing designed to increase the incidence of some trait (other than averageness)that people happen
to like. In this case a preferencefor averagenesswould reflectthis artificial selection process,rather than
a genuine preference for typical or averageexemplars. Such an account could not, however, explain the
preferencefor averagebirds.
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